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FORM A

Proposal :



Name Of the event to be organized : 15 Days Theater Workshop



Date : September 4 , 2018



Time : 11:20-2:20



Venue : Lecture Theatre



Organized By: Dramatics Society



Motivation for the activity :  This

activity was arranged to provide the necessary training to the
new and existing members of the dramatics society which will help them later while preparing
themselves for a particular role or a performance.
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Form B
Part 1
Aim of the event :

The activity was aimed at accomplishing following things: 

Provide students with an opportunity to showcase their skills and their creativity.



To provide the students a chance to become familiar with the concepts of dramatics.



To explore various aspects of acting

Part 2
Abstract :
An exciting journey started with 41 students gathered around Mr. Amit Tiwari, Theatre Director and Trainer, Vayam
Performing Arts Society with anticipatory faces, excited for a new experience on September 4, 2018 to enhance
their skills in acting.

September 4, 2018 (Tuesday) to September 14, 2018 (Friday)
Focus Area: Basics of theatre, creating a thinking process, different emotions, forming a story

The workshop started out with little warm up walk with instructions like sit down, lie down – to show importance of
quick movements required in theatre. Then moved onto everyone doing an individual mime act on their morning
routines- to learn to do various tasks without using actual objects and how to add details in every task enhances an
act. For the next activity, students gathered in groups of 5 to form a story collectively which one member will recite
to the rest- it is called „kahaani bunoo‟. It requires quick thinking and imagination to keep the story going. After all,
there fun activities the session was concluded by a little history, they learned about Navrasa of theatre.

Next day, students happily entered the lecture theatre and the day started. First came the warm up walk, which
turned into the activity of leading by different body parts, in which students learned different walks and body
postures.
Then for the next activity one had to follow a person‟s hand by their nose- it required setting a pace, predicting
other people and coordination. Another one was different uses of a chunni which taught thinking out of the box
and enacting. Also, students brought in different housing items and collective made music rhythms. It helps
develop basic music sense and coordination.

The third day started with division, the group was divided into two equal halves, each group had to make out the
alphabets manually- coordination and cooperation was the core of this show activity. Then everyone stood in line,
legs opened wide and one by one they passed from under the line. For the next activity, students had to pretend a
window and make conversation- this activity required gauging distance, pretending objects, and innovation. In the
last activity one had to enact a scene and other one would come in and change the scene- showing fluidity,
presence of mind and innovation.
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On the fourth day the workshop started out with doing trust fall, students had to depend on other students and
trust them to not fall over. It was an interactive activity without involving much speaking. Then students were to
speak using bases other than just throat, which help use different tones while speaking and make different
characters. Then students were divided into groups of 5, each allotted a place where the act would take place, it
was based on understanding characters, improvisation, familiarizing with stage. Then came the „Boss and Sharma ji‟
activity its core was improvisation, adopting characters and quick thinking. The last activity for the day was based
on the scenario of being stranded in the jungle. It involved imagination, being expressive, immediate responses to
instructions, the emotional quotient of this activity was particularly high and the students gained experiences
varying from beautiful sceneries to life threating moments.

The fifth day started out with warm up walk with moments of walk and freeze. The first activity of the day was
snapshots- in which students had to enact stills from different situations. It involved quick thinking and actions, out
of the box thinking, strength to stay still and hold expressions.
The next task‟s hero was an object allotted to each team, and had to perform a skit. This activity required
improvisation, group efforts and ambiguity. Push and pull was the next activity- it required another level of
imagination, physical inputs and intense expressions. The activity of the day was visiting clownpur, were all the
students painted each other as clown and set on a hilarious journey. This activity required students to run wild with
imagination, exhibit expressions and feelings, conveying without speaking and adopting mannerism. And day was
concluded with funny pictures.

The sixth day started with fast paced walk moving onto students painting on imaginary canvas which required
artistry thinking, fluid moments and physical strength. For the next task, newspaper headlines where given and a
group of 7 had to perform on either on the supposed future or past of the headline. It required processing the
thought and enacting varied characters. Improvisation is an important skill required in theatre and more
importantly in the next activity of A, B, C, D improve. It included displays of spontaneity, boldness, quirkiness.
The last activity of the day was to do character sketch on the basis of a short story seeing how to develop a
character and interpret it. How the background and past of a character bring importance to the present traits of a
character. With character sketch, students learned how characters are formulated in plays and movies. Character
sketch is the basis on which an actor draws his/her entire character‟s personal.

The seventh day was filled with ups and downs, really fun moments turning into emotional scenes. It started on
with a jungle scene, in which everyone had to act as a gorilla. One had to adopt the body language and tactics of
an animal. A special focus was on noises made by such animals to help distinguish them and their reactions. For
the other activity, everyone was to listen to a song. Then groups were divided and each team had to enact a small
story with the song playing in the background and no words being used in the duration of it.
It was an activity testing the knowledge about beats and rhythm with the restraint of no words used. The next
activity was the most interesting one; students were given a word- with multiple possible interpretations. So, the
activity was to use the word in such a way that the play revolved around it, without it actually being used.

The eighth day started with warm up walk and jumps. For the first activity, students were given a set up for which
write something, it could be anything a poem, story, song, etc. It taught about the point of view difference of
interpreting an object. The next activity was being in a pretend situation and talking to the person sitting to you,
who wasn‟t really there. The person had to keep the conversation going and fabricate other person‟s responses.
The next activity revolved around “Everything is connected” these three words manifest the flow of life and how
everyone is connected in some way or other. In addition to this concept an object was given and with the
combination of both, a story was woven and enacted by students. It was an activity with meaning and many
students performed with flair.

September 25, 2018 (Tuesday) to September 28, 2018 (Friday)
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After the daily routine of warm up jumps and walk, groups were formed and each was provided with a wooden
table, which could be anything they visualize and make a small skit around it. This activity integrated pretend and
exaggerating an object oriented situation. It was overall a fun activity showing the extents to which creativity can
extend. For the next activity students have brought in their childhood photographs which had some kind of
memory attached to it and illustrated the stories behind those photos. With these illustrations, everyone‟s
personality traits came out. It was fun session which furthermore more led to the technique of joining the dots.
The tenth day started with a little warmup walk, the first situation of the day was that of outside the divorce
courtroom- a couple has applied for divorce but due to trivial arguments the judge suggests them to go out and
think about the divorce again. So, the couple moves onto the waiting room to solve the argument but the twist in
situation is they cannot use words. It was an interesting activity only using body language, expressions and
gestures as the guidance of their emotions.
After this activity everyone indulged in some meditation, then everyone lied down and reminisced different
instances throughout their childhood, furthermore Sir recited the story of a Mathura boy on which a monologue
has to been done in the decision days. It taught how from the outline of life story of a person you can form a given
character. It was an emotional story which left the students almost as if they were in a trance. Overall day ten was
an emotional day filled with dark entrapping emotions.
After the daily routine of warm up jumps and walk, groups were formed and each was provided with a wooden
table, which could be anything they visualize and make a small skit around it. This activity integrated pretend and
exaggerating an object-oriented situation. It was overall a fun activity showing the extents to which creativity can
extend. For the next activity students have brought in their childhood photographs which had some kind of
memory attached to it and illustrated the stories behind those photos. With these illustrations, everyone‟s
personality traits came out. It was fun session which furthermore more led to the technique of joining the dots.
The next day started with our routine of walk and jumps. Then the scape of lecture theatre was divided into smaller
segment- each student having their own limited area of existing and were to do a character far different from their
personalities. It taught patience, movement control, and area utilization. Another activity that day was clay
molding; magical clay converting into anything- it required creativity and presence of mind. How would you react
when entailed to someone else‟s shoes? That was the next activity for the day, owing up to someone else‟s
situation. The scene was set for a bus stand, different characters where formulated around it. This activity required
characterization, use of varied body postures and voice modulation. In totality the last day was application of many
of the skill students learned through the duration of the workshop.
The day was ended with everyone watching a movie which was an ingenious work of art and innovative thinkingthe extent to which ordinary concepts can be represented through enactment in imaginative ways and showed the
level of imagination rarely reached. And with a motivational session the workshop was concluded.
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Part 3
Conclusion

We can here conclude that the whole workshop was very useful for the students of dramatics society. They came to
know their abilities and weakness. They were being made familiar with certain theories of dramatics. The areas
which gained main focus in the workshop by the sir was formulating different characters, movement control,
understanding the underlying traits of a character, Patient understanding, imagination, innovation etc.
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SnapShot

Anchor introducing the trainer and briefing the workshop‟s curriculum

Student coordinators facilitating Mr. Amit Tiwari, Theatre Director and Trainer, Vayam Performing Arts
Society on first day of workshop
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Students exploring various aspects of acting

Personality reflecting clownpur activity
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Moments of Walk and Freeze!!

Learning the basics of Joining the dots
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Character sketch of Devi- to learn how characters are formulated in plays and movies.

Reviving the childhood memories to illustrate stories behind it.
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When theatre is in rest position

Character of a Women to depict her strength and beauty
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Individual act on morning routine.

Instructions given by sir on Boss and Sharma ji Activity
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